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Each morning, the first thing that
comes to me is not light, is neither the
color of my sheets nor the geometric
shapes that compose the space of my
room. No! It is the sound of my alarm
clock, the sound of my breathing, the
sound of my early morning groaning,
the crumpling of my sheets ... Then,
only then, comes the sight!

The works of Adrien Giros have a close relation to sound, which although not exclusive, is a key
element of his practice. Each of his pieces is first thought from the sublimation of a memory, event
from which emerges a potential constitutive acoustic experience of a work to come.
At the intersection of “musical-objects” and sound sculpture, his works most often take the form
of immersive installations, re-construction of the space and in the space, in which the apparent immateriality of the medium takes its form and is expanding in order to become inevitable.
Sometimes it is the viewer’s movements that triggers the sound. Polyrhythm (2012) captures the
heartbeat vibrations of the spectators by amplifying them electronically. The sound of the heart is
the main constructor agent, and gives the spectator a direct and vivid reflection of himself.The artist
also makes of natural elements (water and earth) active participants of the work Untitled III (20112012) - a tripartite device (sound, video and photographic) designed as a chthonic environment
which we witness the projection of a waterfall from a bench fitted as a subwoofer and from which
escapes the rumblings of the water element.
Creating real soundscapes, Adrien Giros works the malleability of this material, its plastic and spatial
potential, but also its ability to act on both our physical and our psyche.
Far from dissension about a possible definition of sound art, it reaffirms this art (heterogeneous)
in its ability to subsume disciplines at the same time to renew our perception of reality that is constantly amplified.
										
										

Edouard Montassut

DAY FOR NIGHT
Mixed media, 2016.

Perhaps it was the last rays of sunshine of the year. Candles are no longer as easy as they were then,
so Sacha and his brother had to invent a system: the old potter on the other side dances and every
turn he makes on himself allows to generate a dazzling light.
extract from the novel Les Sentiers noirs
Anonymous, 1882

above Exhibition vue, Un air suspendu, wood,
paint , varnish, soap, speaker, light
ci-contre Detail, Un air suspendu,

Exhibition vue, Une intrusion incertaine, wood, paint , varnish, objects, olive oil.

Detail, Une intrusion incertaine.

BLACK TEA
Installation and sound experience, mixed media, the , 2016.

Black tea is a sound experience presented by two performers. We are invited to attend and
participate in this piece which speaks of time for pause, meditation, union and introspection
through listening and tasting of ancient tea. Deep frequencies communicate, starting with those
of performers and we believe that our own bodies will come into vibration.

Performance at Greylight Projects

Exhibition vues at Voorkamer

DID YOU FEEL THAT ?
Installation video/sound, mixed media, 2015.

The glass of water trembles in the footsteps of the T-Rex. This is undoubtedly one of the scenes
that we remember most of this film that entered our collective memory. The sound, noises, the
music is, which creates these moments of tension in the cinema, those moments when one holds
it’s breath. Here is recreated a “deaf ” dialogue between this object of the glass of water extracted
from the screen to become sculptural and a video loop, exchanges of looks between the child
and the man. Steps resonate through the glass of water without ever stopping and recreating the
vibrations in the water.

Exhibition vue

Screen shots of the video loop

THE GUARDS
Performance and sound installation, 18” speaker, doublebass, looper, amplifier, hair, photografie,
wood, fans, light, mirror, paint.

KOSTKA GALLERY
THE GUARDS
Adrien Giros (FR)

curator: Zuzana Jakalová
opening: 19. 12., 7pm
exhibition duration: 19. 12. 2013 - 12. 1. 2014
“Heaven come to my assistance, I’ll pursue thee unto death”, sings Dona Anna in the first passage of Don
Giovanni opera written by Austrian composer W. A. Mozart. This sentence, so horrifying but relieving at the
same time, is an apt metaphor for the sacred, yet ambivalent atmosphere that French artist Adrien Giros is
evoking in his solo show The Guards.
Mozart’s opera buffa was first staged in Prague’s Estates Theatre in 1787. In the story of the flamboyant
bon vivant Don Giovanni, the main character is balancing on several borders: the border between stability
and instability, peace and fear, madness and serenity, life and death. The opera itself is also intertwined with
various otherworldly elements, like statues coming to life, or Don Giovannis forfeiture to hell.
In his exhibition, Giros does not work with the opera as with fixed material and he is not simply trying to
restage old material in a new way. On the contrary, his fascination with the story, the music and the history that
the opera and its author left behind in Prague, is present in the installation in an abstracted, mythical way. It
is translated into strong physical sensations mediated by the resonant frequency of the sound installation, and
in-depth psychosomatic emotions are highlighted by a temple-like atmosphere of exposed objects.
The central installation – a strand of Mozart’s hair accompanied by a revamped sound of the first notes of his
opera – is surrounded by an army of silent defenders, guards. Four souls floating around like ghosts create a
mystical circle, which hermetically seals the sacred space, leading the viewer to quiet contemplation. Tingling
of the physical presence of sound effects in the context of gentle movement of guards is creating a mystical
and mythological presence.

Even the mirror hidden behind a wall is reflecting viewer’s face in direct contact with a skull - the face of death
- another reminder of the fragility and transience of time and human nature. Multiple mirroring and layering of
stories, meanings and emotions is crowned by a hanging bow covered with a layer of falling hair.
In his installation, Giros leaves bits and pieces of the story arise from the kaleidoscope of viewer’s emotions,
and in this way reconstructs layers of the famous legend on his own account. And just like Mozart in his
geniality, it is the artist who shows the deepest core of human emotions.

Video screenshot of the ehibition phantom, The guards, blak&white, loop
>>> http://adriengiros.com/kostkaghost.html

Exhibition vue of The guards

A RESISTING WORLD
Mixed media

Interview with Jennifer Lewandowsky
French Riviera, London
For the exhibition at 104 you present
the viewer with a stark black and
white immersive installation complete
with pulsating vibrations, the architecture has a cinematic feel. How has the
venue of 104 affected this piece?
The first time I visited the 104 I felt a
strange feeling. The 19th century architecture is really singular and I couldn’t
tell what was its purpose before, so I
had a look on the Internet and found
out that it used to be the undertaker’s
of Paris. That historical fact interested
me and made me think about an amazing experience I had when I visited HoChi-Minh’s mausoleum in Hanoi. That is
the beginning of the story I tell in this
installation.
Working with sensory effects of sound
and vision your installation appears to
examine the primal elements of the
universe inviting the viewer to question their mortality, how do you envisage the viewer entering the space?
Should they be alone?
I don’t envisage any way of entering the
space, there is a way I think is better
but I don’t like giving any instructions
to the viewer. He is free to experiment
alone or with other people. I think it
is better to be very few or alone to
experiment this installation. As in the
model De l’être au néant (to be or not
to be) there is a specific circulation in
the space, we project ourselves in the
architecture and circulate around it in
the same way we will circulate in the
installation space.

You present epic visions of nature
within your work, avalanches, crashing waterfalls, the bold statement of
a singular piece of rock, how do you
see yourself in the role of artist as
explorer?
I am a curious person. Lots of things
fascinate me like a geek. Sound,
sculpture, art, are all ways in which I
continue to be fascinated, to always
fuel my own curiosity, to retrace its
research but also to go beyond as a
result of a finding, paralleling observations ... you ask more than a simple
observation, you do not momiphie
the result of a search, you give it a
second life, you offer different fields
of reflection. You seek, you find, but
you are still seeking to seek
Tremors and vibrations for me
generate images of both the body
as a vessel, experiencing powerful
reactions to something very real,
be it fear or extreme happiness or
excitement and also images of the
natural world, earthquakes and the
supreme and uncontrollable forces
of nature. What draws you to these
themes?
In the summer 2007 in my room in
Tokyo.
“BRRRRBRRRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr”
everything is shaking, furnitures, walls,
objects.
A bomb has just exploded. I find
myself flooded by vibrations.
The earthquake I lived in Japan was
a lifetime experience of sound and

its materiality. The shaking intensity
became part of me, they have been
for a long time stuck under my skin
and invested without a doubt, to my
interest in noise, vibration, low frequencies that penetrate us and make
us feel our body as a whole. What
interests me is not the sensational
but the meditation just after attending such experiments.
Your work feels very present; it
immediately asks something of the
viewer, to consider their physical
being in the now. In the way that
one questions their self whilst
standing next to a mountain. What
is it you seek for your viewer or
yourself in this reaction?
Many fields intersect and are opposed in my work, I sometimes like
to sow disorder and contradictions
because I think it creates both tension but also mystery, because mystery questions us, it opens on fields
of infinite possibilities and then we
can tell stories to ourselves. I like it
when people who see and / or hear
my work imagine different stories
as different as they are from each
other! I also like to create moods and
atmospheres that plunge the viewer
into another world that our body
is in tension in the audio and visual
space, a tension that is released at
a given time and makes us aware of
our own materiality.

Exhibition vue A resistant world.

De l’être au néant est une invitation
un mausolé
une relique
une source d’énergie
le début d’une histoire

Inside the installation A resisting world

SANS TITRE III, 2011-2012

Mixed media

First element
Untitled Video (Waterfall I)
Static shot of a detail of the Entsligen Alp waterfall.
On a white background and a low frequency, the image appears gradually and sound frequencies are
added creating white noise. Like breathing, when total image is reached, the video is rewinded and so on.
The entrance to the installation is in the wall on which the video is projected; a passage of 1.50 m high
compels us to bow as if we would be going into a cave.
Second element
Untitled (sound bed), solid ash subwoofer, subwoofer, bench foam covered with fabric.
This inclined surface is the subwoofer of the 2.1 sound device of Untitled Video( Waterfall I). The viewer
may lie on it to contemplate the waterfall and feel the low frequencies vibrations.
Third element
Untitled (vibrating Photography I)
Wooden frame, photography, spray paint, speaker.
This Photograph is of an avalanche; the spray paint comes to frame a detail of it. It is a mirror image of
the waterfall. It represents a kind of opposition of a falling movement in the liquid state into that of a
solid state, an analogy between the motion of video and a still image that is photography.
Fourth element
Untitled ( Stone I )
Metal structure, concrete, pigment, dirt, sub-woofer, neon+filter.
Behind a wall, this installation is discovered only later.
This Rock of 150kg (330lbs) is suspended at the height of the viewer’s body. It is empty inside, with a
hole underneath by which outputs the sound of the speaker. It acts as a soundbox with frequencies that
comes out of it; it makes the stone and the space resonating around it. On the back wall, there is a 2.50m
coffer with a neon and a green filter creating a drop light. The difficulty to identify this rock creates a
mysterious sensation in this second part of the installation.

Third Element Untitled (Avalanche I),

First Element Untitled video (chute d’eau
I), videoprojection, speakers, sub-woofer bench.

Fourth Element, Untitled (Rocher I)
2011, sound sculpture, rock (≈ 0,80m h x 1.30m L x 1m l),
Subwoofer Speaker, pure data, neon

Untitled (Chute d’eau I)
Video projection, Sound >>> http://adriengiros.com/instal_chute_eau_video.html

POLYRYTHMIE

An immersive sound installation, selected for the “Nuit Blanche, Paris, 2012”
Light, Piezoelectric sensors, printed circuits, subwoofers , carpet.

Project carried out by Adrien Giros and Alexandre Ayed on the initiative of Morgan
Labar (ENS), in collaboration with the Research & Innovation department of Tarkett
and designed in residency at the Villa Rose.

Boom. Boom. Boom. Under the influence of certain emotions, heart
beats loud. Above all, it beats faster. Faster than usual. Faster than normal.
It is a shared experience, so much shared that it becomes almost trivial, if
it would not be for a moment of great intensity: hearing ourselves beat,
we hear ourselves live.
Science can illuminate the phenomenon, the literature may attempt to
realize it. Tachycardia may be a topic, but can just as well becomes the
primary material of a work, of which contemporary art offers some
examples.
In connection with this discussion conducted at the Festival of creation
and research “Acceleration” on 5th and 6th October, Adrien Giros and
Alexandre Ayed propose polyrhythmie, an immersive sound installation.
The beating heart of a portion of the public is captured and diffused on
the site, reworked by both artists to give rise to a new and heady sound
creation. Random cardiac concert, superimposition of variable tempo
pulse, Polyrhythm is a participative installation led to resonate both in the
Hôtel de Chimay’s within visitors.
Text by Morgan Labar

Polyrythmie, installation sonore immerssive, Programmation Nuit Blanche 2012, Paris

Vibrations
Performance, sound experience, 2010 - ...
at least two people

Vibration is a sound experience. The public is asked to stand spread out in the space. I put my
ear against a body part of one in the audience. I auscultate them one by one. The audience is
there attending a performance, but the roles are reversed. I do not really give them something
to see or to listen to, but I take this role by interfering myself in their intimacies. Different reactions take place, embarrassment, curiosity, fear, excitation ... The body releases energy, vibration,
pulsation, breath ... By sticking myself to them, I try to feel, to listen to what their body releases.

ADRIEN GIROS
www.adriengiros.com
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